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MEDIA & COMMUNICATION
Media
Communication
Journalism
Media, Culture and Technology
Public Relations
Advertising
English and Creative Writing

"I am moved by words, sound and
vision. I want my creative skill and
technical precision to move others."
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Did someone say media savvy? You’ve
come to the right place.
UNSW Arts & Social Sciences is a lively
community of adventurous scholars
and students exploring big ideas. Our
academics are leaders in their fields,
creating new knowledge and new
forms of understanding. We are boldly
creative and intellectually adventurous,
combining time-tested traditions of
scholarship with progressive new ways
of thinking to tackle age-old questions,
inform social change and enrich public
debate.

1	Animation Frappe, Student Work
2	Media student in the Bodies and Interfaces
course
3	Media student exploring lighting in the
Bodies and Interfaces course
4	Media student in the Animation Frappe
course
5 Creative Writing students
6 Video Projects: Sydney 2020, Student Work
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PERFORMING ARTS
Theatre and Performance Studies
Music

1
UNSW helps you find new ways to
tap into your creative potential. Our
dynamic programs invite you to create
links across disciplines, and to combine
intellectual exploration with practical
experimentation.
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We are one of the most academically
energetic and socially engaged faculties
of our kind in the Southern Hemisphere,
and a national leader in the Humanities,
Social Sciences and Creative and
Performing Arts. Our scholarship
deepens understanding of the diversity
of human experience and challenges
traditional ways of thinking about the
world. By applying this new knowledge
to some of the most urgent challenges
of our time, our research makes a
significant contribution to public debate
and the formation of effective policy.
Our researchers and our graduates are
not afraid to get their hands dirty as
they engage with the complexities of
contemporary society.
1	Bachelor of Music students performing in
an ensemble
2	UNSW Gamelan Ensemble in their premiere
performance
3	Bachelor of Music students performing in
an ensemble
4 Students performing in "Hotel Radio"
5	Student in the Solo Performance Making
course
6	Students in the Collaborative Performance
Making course
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